Our Gratitude
First to Zhan Ying 詹鉠 (1916–98), who with his team produced an eight-volume complete collection of Li Bo's writing, *Li Bo quanji xiaozhu huishi jiping* 李白全集校注彙釋集評 (Tianjin 天津: Baihua 百花, 1996). They have gathered all relevant materials and annotated them with unexcelled discernment.

Our gratitude to Paul Kroll is harder to imagine. When I was first reading Li Bo, Paul’s writings felt like handholds up the mountain. Only later did I realize that they were the mountain itself. His *Dictionary* defines the literary diction of our next generations. It also asks that we poet up to its aesthetic demands.

Everything in this book comes from elsewhere. I mean this in a very ordinary way. And in an extraordinary way as well. Some benefactors’ names appear in the Bibliography, a great cornucopia of wisdom experience that they have made freely available. Other names are strewn through the Endnotes, like gold dust in a carpet. I am probably unaware of my greatest debts.

Sarah Messer worked with us at an early stage of the project. If you find an especially beguiling phrase in a poetic line, it's probably hers. Kid Cooper Levy joined us at the end and added his ferocious, felicitous wit.

Several good friends have read this book in draft, offering encouragement and critique. They include Bobak Bakhtiari, Douglas Penick, B. Love Davis, Sandy Hackney, and Michelle Tupko.

Vincent W.J. van Gerven Oei and Eileen A. Fradenburg Joy of punctum books saw St. Elmo's fire all through the rigging, and worked to bring the ship to harbor.

To all of you, our gratitude.